
VG10
ABOUT FORGED
The FORGED brand stands for a special and 
striking collection of knives. Because of the 
tough appearance, the beautiful packaging and 
the traditional production method, this brand will 
make the heart of many knife lovers beat faster. 
The knives are made entirely by hand, made of 
Japanese steel and packed in a burnt wooden box. 
All these factors together, in combination with the 
very friendly purchase price, make this piece of 
craftmanship an attractive product with an excellent 
price/quality ratio.
 
Forged offers the following product lines, each with 
its own distinctive style.

• Intense Forged
• Brute Forged
• Olive Forged
• Sebra Forged
• VG10 Forged

• Katai Forged
• Churrasco Forged
• Flambadou Forged
• Leather Forged

A LOOK AT THE WORKSHOP OF FORGED
This is the place where craftsmanship, passion and creativity meet. This is where all the ideas  
come to life.

This is the place where each knife gets the attention to change from a piece of steel into 
a unique forged knife.

This is... FORGED®.

Curious about how the knives are made? Scan the QR code and find out!

FORGED® 

knives 
stand for 
craftsmanship 
and passion
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100%
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1. Vegetable knife
17.5 cm

2. Chef’s knife

20.5 cm

The design of Forged’s VG10 series is based on 
inspiration from the world of knives par 
excellence; Japan. This can be seen in the 
transition from the blade to the handle. This series 
is named after the type of steel used. The 
Japanese VG10 steel ensures a pleasant 
hardness of no less than 60 Rockwell. The knives 

are forged in 5 layers, this subtly gives the typical 
look as you see with damask knives. These 
techniques ensure sharpness and cutting 
comfort. The knives have a special handle made 
of luxurious root wood and come with a brown 
leather knife sheath. The luxury gift box 
completes the picture.

Made of Japanese VG10 steel • Hardness of 60 Rockwell • Blade thickness is 2 mm • Grinding angle of 22 degrees • Forged by hand in 5 layers • Packed in a luxury wooden gift box • 10-year warranty
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VanderLinden Luxury
156 Bradshaw Dr. 
N5A 0G4 Stratford
Ontario, Canada
+1 519 591 0247
info@vanderlindenluxury.com
www.vanderlindenluxury.com



Intense

11. 3-piece knife set
- Chef’s knife
- Vegetable knife
- Utility knife
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ABOUT FORGED
The FORGED brand stands for a special and 
striking collection of knives. Because of the 
tough appearance, the beautiful packaging and 
the traditional production method, this brand will 
make the heart of many knife lovers beat faster. 
The knives are made entirely by hand, made of 
Japanese steel and packed in a burnt wooden box. 
All these factors together, in combination with the 
very friendly purchase price, make this piece of 
craftmanship an attractive product with an excellent 
price/quality ratio.
 
Forged offers the following product lines, each with 
its own distinctive style.

• Intense Forged
• Brute Forged
• Olive Forged
• Sebra Forged
• VG10 Forged

• Katai Forged
• Churrasco Forged
• Flambadou Forged
• Leather Forged

A LOOK AT THE WORKSHOP OF FORGED
This is the place where craftsmanship, passion and creativity meet. This is where all the ideas  
come to life.

This is the place where each knife gets the attention to change from a piece of steel into 
a unique forged knife.

This is... FORGED®.

Curious about how the knives are made? Scan the QR code and find out!

FORGED® 

knives 
stand for 
craftsmanship 
and passion
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1. Vegetable knife
17.5 cm

2. Chef’s knife
20.5 cm

3. Bread knife
20.5 cm

4. Carving knife
20.5 cm

5. Santoku knife
18 cm

6. Utility knife
12.5 cm

7. Paring knife
8,5 cm

8. Butcher knife
25.5 cm

9. Diamond sharpener
26 cm

10. 4 Steak knives 
11,5 cm

For the Intense series, Forged applied a beautiful 
combination in terms of appearance.The hammered 
look is present, although minimal. The knife tends 
to look and feel like a traditional kitchen knife, but 
still has the subtle forged accents that are so 
characteristic of Forged. In this series, the bolster is 

densely finished and beautifully polished. The 
method of forging is exactly the same as in the 
other series, only the blade is polished considerably 
more. These special knives certainly stand out in 
terms of appearance, but in a slightly more subtle 
way than the other series.

Made of Japanese steel • Hardness of 58 Rockwell • Blade thickness is 2 mm • Grinding angle of 22 degrees • Forged by hand • Packed in a luxury wooden box • 10-year warranty

VanderLinden Luxury
156 Bradshaw Dr. 
N5A 0G4 Stratford
Ontario, Canada
+1 519 591 0247
info@vanderlindenluxury.com
www.vanderlindenluxury.com



Katai
ABOUT FORGED
The FORGED brand stands for a special and 
striking collection of knives. Because of the 
tough appearance, the beautiful packaging and 
the traditional production method, this brand will 
make the heart of many knife lovers beat faster. 
The knives are made entirely by hand, made of 
Japanese steel and packed in a burnt wooden box. 
All these factors together, in combination with the 
very friendly purchase price, make this piece of 
craftmanship an attractive product with an excellent 
price/quality ratio.
 
Forged offers the following product lines, each with 
its own distinctive style.

• Intense Forged
• Brute Forged
• Olive Forged
• Sebra Forged
• VG10 Forged

• Katai Forged
• Churrasco Forged
• Flambadou Forged
• Leather Forged

A LOOK AT THE WORKSHOP OF FORGED
This is the place where craftsmanship, passion and creativity meet. This is where all the ideas  
come to life.

This is the place where each knife gets the attention to change from a piece of steel into 
a unique forged knife.

This is... FORGED®.

Curious about how the knives are made? Scan the QR code and find out!

FORGED® 

knives 
stand for 
craftsmanship 
and passion

EN
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1. Chef’s knife
20,5 cm

2. Bread knife
20,5 cm

3. Carving knife

20,5 cm

Made of Japanese VG10 steel • Hardness of 60 Rockwell • Blade thickness is 2 mm • Grinding angle of 22 degrees • Forged by hand in 5 layers • Packed in a luxury wooden box • 10-year warranty

Wave-like shapes are a source of inspiration 
for the design of Forged’s Katai series. This 
can be seen in the shape of the blade and 
how the shape continues in the handle. This 
results in a remarkable and striking design. 
The blade is completely hand forged in 5 
layers of Japanese VG10 steel. The 
hammering on the blade is basically the 
same as the other series. However, it has 

undergone an extra finishing with the help of 
a very fine hammer. This way of working is a 
lot more intensive, but results in a refined 
appearance with a completely unique look. 
The handle is made of beautiful root wood. 
The wood was first filled with resin, then 
pressed and finally modelled. Due to this 
process, each knife is unique in finish, size, 
colour and wood structure.

VanderLinden Luxury
156 Bradshaw Dr. 
N5A 0G4 Stratford
Ontario, Canada
+1 519 591 0247
info@vanderlindenluxury.com
www.vanderlindenluxury.com



 
Sebra

ABOUT FORGED
The FORGED brand stands for a special and striking 
collection of knives. Because of the tough appea-
rance, the beautiful packaging and the traditional 
production method, this brand will make the heart 
of many knife lovers beat faster. The knives are 
made entirely by hand, made of Japanese steel and 
packed in a burnt wooden box. All these factors 
together, in combination with the very friendly 
purchase price, make this piece of craftmanship 
an attractive product with an excellent price/quality 
ratio.

Forged offers the following product lines, each 
with its own distinctive style.
• Intense Forged
• Brute Forged
• Olive Forged
• Sebra Forged
• VG10 Forged
• Katai Forged
• Churrasco Forged
• Leather Forged

11. 3-piece knife set
- Chef’s knife
- Vegetable knife

A LOOK AT THE WORKSHOP OF FORGED
This is the place where craftsmanship, passion and creativity meet. This is where all the ideas 
come to life.

This is the place where each knife gets the attention to change from a piece of steel into a unique 
forged knife.

This is .... FORGED®. 

Curious about how the knives are made? Scan the QR code and find out!

FORGED® 
knives 
stand for 

EN
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1. Vegetable knife
17.5 cm

2. Chef’s knife
20.5 cm

3. Bread knife
20.5 cm

4. Carving knife
20.5 cm

5. Santoku knife
14 cm

Your dealer:

The Sebra series by Forged is a striking 
appearance within the brand. This series 
pleasantly distinguishes itself by the type of 
dark wood chosen for manufacturing the handle. 
This beautiful African dark wood is known as 
Dalbergia melanoxylon. The African translation 
of this is Sebra, and therefore also the name of 
this series: Sebra Forged. The dark wooden  

handle radiates warmth, call it chic. And it is 
precisely this radiance, together with the hamme-
red blade and subtle red detail on the bolster of 
this series, that truly makes it something special. 
In other words, with Sebra Forged, you will have a 
robust and remarkably stylish knife series that 
may be seen in your kitchen.

Made of Japanese steel • Hardness of 58 Rockwell • Blade thickness is 2 mm • Grinding angle of 22 degrees • Forged by hand • Packed in a luxury wooden box • 10-year warranty

VanderLinden Luxury
156 Bradshaw Dr. 
N5A 0G4 Stratford
Ontario, Canada
+1 519 591 0247
info@vanderlindenluxury.com
www.vanderlindenluxury.com



Olive

14. 3-piece knife set
- Chef’s knife
- Vegetable knife
- Utility knife

ABOUT FORGED
The FORGED brand stands for a special and 
striking collection of knives. Because of the 
tough appearance, the beautiful packaging and 
the traditional production method, this brand will 
make the heart of many knife lovers beat faster. 
The knives are made entirely by hand, made of 
Japanese steel and packed in a burnt wooden box. 
All these factors together, in combination with 
the very friendly purchase price, make this piece 
of craftmanship an attractive product with an 
excellent price/quality ratio.
 
Forged offers the following product lines, each 
with its own distinctive style.

• Intense Forged
• Brute Forged
• Olive Forged
• Sebra Forged
• VG10 Forged

• Katai Forged
• Churrasco Forged
• Flambadou Forged
• Leather Forged

A LOOK AT THE WORKSHOP OF FORGED
This is the place where craftsmanship, passion and creativity meet. This is where all the ideas  
come to life.

This is the place where each knife gets the attention to change from a piece of steel into 
a unique forged knife.

This is... FORGED®.

Curious about how the knives are made? Scan the QR code and find out!

FORGED® 

knives 
stand for 
craftsmanship 
and passion
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7. Utility knife
12,5 cm

8. Paring knife
8,5 cm

9. Butcher knife
25,5 cm

10. Cleaver
19 cm

11. Meat fork
19 cm

12. Diamond sharpener
26 cm

13. 4 steak knives
11,5 cm

1. Vegetable knife
17.5 cm

2. Chef’s knife
20.5 cm

3. Bread knife
20.5 cm

4. Carving knife
20.5 cm

5. Santoku knife
14 cm

6. Santoku knife
18 cm

In designing this series, the starting point was to 
combine expressive colours and materials. The 
combination of the hammered blade, the tightly 
finished bolster and the natural olive wood handle, 
makes the Olive Forged knives a beautiful series,  
a real eye-catcher. In addition to appearance, 
ergonomics also plays an important role. 

The round olive wood handle is very comfortable 
to hold and by placing a pommel at the end of the 
handle, it is well balanced. The pommel is also 
hammered, making the knife look like a whole. 
The Olive series stands for robustness, but 
because of the olive wood also a refined and very 
stylish series.

Made of Japanese steel • Hardness of 58 Rockwell • Blade thickness is 2 mm • Grinding angle of 22 degrees • Forged by hand • Packed in a luxury wooden box • 10-year warranty

Your dealer: VanderLinden Luxury
156 Bradshaw Dr. 
N5A 0G4 Stratford
Ontario, Canada
+1 519 591 0247
info@vanderlindenluxury.com
www.vanderlindenluxury.com



LEATHER

Protecting, carrying and maintaining your knives 
is equivalent to perform to their full potential. To 
ensure an optimal protection of the blades 
Forged brings leather covers for the knives of 
the series Intense, Brute, Olive and VG10. The 
tough appearance of the brown leather with 

black accents makes them an absolute eye 
catcher. With these leather covers the knives 
can be stored and carried in a safe way. Perfect 
to take the knives with you to a workshop, demo 
or for outdoor cooking. Functionality and 
appearance merge together! 
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ABOUT FORGED
The FORGED brand stands for a special and striking collection of knives. Because of 
the tough appearance, the beautiful packaging and the traditional production method, 
this brand will make the heart of many knife lovers beat faster. The knives are made 
entirely by hand, made of Japanese steel and packed in a burnt wooden box. All these 
factors together, in combination with the very friendly purchase price, make this piece 
of craftmanship an attractive product with an excellent price/quality ratio.

Forged offers the following product lines, each with its own distinctive style.

• Intense Forged
• Brute Forged
• Olive Forged
• Sebra Forged
• VG10 Forged
• Katai Forged
• Churrasco Forged
• Flambadou Forged
• Leather Forged

Not suitable for the washing machine • Suitable for the Intense, Brute, Olive and VG10 series

1. Leather cover Utility knife
Brown leather with black accents

2. Leather cover Santoku knife 14 cm
Brown leather with black accents

3. Leather cover Santoku knife 18 cm
Brown leather with black accents

4. Leather cover Vegetable knife
Brown leather with black accents

5. Leather cover Bread knife
Brown leather with black accents

6. Leather cover Carving knife
Brown leather with black accents

7. Leather cover Chef’s knife
Brown leather with black accents

8. Leather cover Butcher knife
Brown leather with black accents

FORGED® 

knives 
stand for 
craftsmanship 
and passion


